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1. INTR~DLJ~T~~N 
What is called today “Schur analysis” originated in the paper [ 193; there 
the structure of the Taylor coefficients of a contractiue analytic function on 
the unit disc was determined using as parameter the so called “Schur 
sequences.” A lot of work was done to generalize this to the Hilbert space 
operators context; see [2] for a history of the subject and for a Schur 
analysis of contractive intertwining dilations using an operator 
generalization of Schur sequences called choice sequences. The Schur 
analysis of positive Toeplitz form done in [S, 91 provides a geometric 
insight to factorizations, Naimark dilation, and Szego limit theorems. 
Further, we applied it in [3] for showing the role of choice sequences in 
studying Gaussian stationary processes and for giving geometric inter- 
pretations to Szego limit theorems and to the entropy. 
Due to their algorithmic character these phenomena have quite a few 
connections with questions in extrapolation theory, inverse problems, 
prediction and filtering, electrical engineering (transmission lines), 
geophysics (discretization of wave equations) and so on. It is then natural 
to expect the necessity of passing from the stationary case to the non- 
stationary case (i.e., from Toeplitz forms to general positive definite ones); 
see [ 16, IS] and the references therein. A Schur analysis of general positive 
block-matrices was done in [lo]. 
The present paper uses [lo] and some new geometric analysis for study- 
ing what may be called nonstationary prediction: the angles between parts 
of the past and the future of nonstationary processes versus the 
generalizations of Szegij limit theorems and their geometrical inter- 
pretations. These generalizations of Szego-type phenomena include the first 
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and the second limit theorems for nonstationary case, and a new scale of 
limit theorems which connects these. The paradigm for this analysis was 
the paper [17], where a particular nonstationary case was completely 
studied using different methods. 
Let us shortly describe the contents of this paper. Section 2 gives 
preliminary results concerning the structure of row (or column) contrac- 
tions, elementary rotation associated to a contraction and some results 
(Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3) about various properties of composition of 
elementary rotations, which are necessary in the next section. In Section 3 
we recall first the Schur analysis for positive block-kernels on Z and their 
Kolmogorov decomposition using generalized choice sequences. Then we 
consider the (Gaussian, nonstationary) process associated to the kernel 
and we define some angle operators in it. The main result of this section is 
Theorem 3.4; it gives a formula for angle operators which will be useful in 
computation of determinants. Theorem 3.4 uses Theorem 3.2 which is of 
interest in its own right. Section 4 gives another variant for studying angle 
operators using Schur complements (Theorem 4.1). Section 5 contains 
applications. The first part describes thoroughly how to use previous sec- 
tions in the stationary case; this presentation is generalized to the non- 
stationary case in the second part. Here we include a scale of Szego-type 
limit theorems, their interpretation, and the relations with generalized 
choice sequences. The last part gives the interpretation in our setting of a 
result from [ 17). 
Let us note that the general notations concerning Hilbert space 
operators are those of 11211. 
This paper has been circulated as INCREST Preprint No. 70/1984. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For two Hilbert spaces 2 and X”, let JZ(X, X’) denote the space of all 
(linear, bounded) operators from 2 into -8’; we write U(X) for 
2(X, 2). If TE 9(X, 2’) is a contraction (i.e., )/Z-l/ < l), then 
D,= (I- T* T)‘/* and gr= D,(X) are the defect operator, respectively 
the defect space of T. 
If ,# = @F=, A$, the structure of a row contraction TE U(,X, X”) 
(and of its defect spaces) was given in [9]. This structure is 
T=(T,, DT;T2 ,,.., D,;... Dr,-_,Tk ,... ), (2.1 .p) 
where T, is a contraction in p(Z1, 2’) and, for each k 3 2, T, is a con- 
traction in T(&, QT;_,). F or d escribing gT, consider (for each k >, 1) the 
operators 
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k k 
DJT): @ Jq=J@kl)+ @ 9+ 6 9q 
j=l j=l j=l 
D,(T) = 
DT2 -T;T3 ‘.. -T;D,;...DTk’m,Tk 
0 D, ..’ 
0 0 . . . DTk 
rDTl -T:T, -TfDT;T, .*. -T:DT;*..DT;m,Tk 
and the operator 
D,(T): i%? -+ 6 gT, 
j=l 
D,(T) = s-!irn= Dk( T) P$;[~I, 
G9,) 
where for a (closed) subspace 92 of 2, P$ is the orthogonal projection of 
X onto 3. Then the operator 
u(T): gT+ G gq=S(T) 
j=l 
a(r)Dr=Dm(T) 
is a unitary operator. 
For the description of &.‘, consider (for each k k 1) the operators 
(2.4k) 
and the operator 
H,(T): A?’ + 2’ 
(2.4,) 
H2,( T) = s-!\rnW Hjf( T) Hk( T). 
Then the operator 
B(T): %+T’ + Ran H,(T) = 9*(T) 
P(T)DT*=Hm(T) 
(2.5,) 
is a unitary operator. 
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In the case where s$=O for k>n, the relations (2.1,), (2.3,), and 
(2.5,) can be written as 
T=(T,, D,;T, ,..., D+- D,; ,T,), (2.1 .I 
(where D,,(T) is defined in (2.2,), and 
P(T): 9,* -+ LBj”,’ 
B(T) D,. = ff,r(T), 
(2.3,) 
(2.5,) 
(where H,(T) is defined in (2.4,)). 
The useful feature of these formulas is that the knowledge of a decom- 
position of type (2.1,,) for T (no N u {a}) implies an upper 
triangularization for D r having on the diagonal the sequence { DTk}; = *. 
For an arbitrary row contraction T as in (2.1,), the following operator 
will be useful in the sequel 
The operator W+(T) is clearly an isometry (see (2.3,)); it is connected 
with the so-called adequate isometries in [7]. It is evident that W+(T) 
(and U(T), fl( T), D,(T), and so on) depends upon the decomposition of X 
as 0,~ , 3; we will omit the decomposition in the notation only where the 
context is unambigous. 
For a contraction r~ 9(X, X’) the following unitary operator will be 
repeatedly used: 
(2.7) 
We will call f(r) the elementary rotation given by r. Note that from the 
definitions it results that 
2(r) = W+( w+(r*, %‘)*; Yr, car*). (2.8) 
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On the other hand, having in mind (2.3,) and (2.5,) it is natural to 
consider the unitary operator 
Then we have that 
W+(T)= W(T)IX. (2.10) 
The preceding formulas behave nicely under the operations of deleting 
and/or of putting together subspaces in the direct sum decomposition 
A? = @,T 1 $; we will need only the following simple (but useful for induc- 
tion) fact. 
For a row contraction T as in (2.1, ) and a positive integer n > 2, let us 
denote by T(,,, the infinite row contraction 
T,,,: G 3- 9~;. , 
j=n (2.11,) 
T~,)=(T,,Dr~T,+,,...). 
Then we have: 
LEMMA 2.1. With previous notation, 
W+(T)= (f(T,)ONzO W+(T& (2.12) 
where the direct sums in the right-hand side are written with respect to the 
decompositions Sl 0 @J?= 2 C$ and (X, @ L&;) @ (0; z &.), respectively. 
Prooj The lemma follows by direct matrix computations, using for- 
mulas (2.7) (2.6) (2.2,) and {(2.2,)},,,. 1 
The iterative use of Lemma 2.1 gives an idea about the connections 
between W+(T) and the family (f(Tk))pC, (see also [7]). 
Our next aim is to establish a formula for the elementary rotation of a 
column contraction. We do not repeat the corresponding notation for 
columns; let us only note that in this case the operator c1 from (2.3) is the 
identification of the defect of the adjoint. 
Let S be a contraction between X and X’ = Xl @A?;. Then 
s= (S,, &D&Y, (2.13) 
where “t” stands for matrix transpose, and S, E Z(%, A?‘), 
S2 E 9(&, , JP$) are contractions. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For S as in (2.13) we haoe 
cm mi 3wcro m*i = cm 4w1 cm,) 0 13, (2.14) 
where the direct sums are written with respect to the decompositions, in the 
left-hand side (Y?) @ (9s; @ gs;) and (X’) @ (gs), and in the right-hand 
side (2 @ 9s;) @ (gs;) and (Yf;) 0 (gs, 0 gs;). 
ProojI Using (2.7) it follows that the operator in the right-hand side of 
(2.14) is acting between Y?@L&;@LS~: and sP~@X;Q~~;, by the 
matrix 
i 
s, D s; 0 
S,Ds, -&ST D,; . (2.15) 
Ds,Ds, -D,:S: -S,* 1 
The operator in the left-hand side of (2.14) has, with respect to the decom- 
positions (J?) @ (guy; @ g,Yf) and (,X”; @A?“;) @ gQY2, the following matrix 
S D.vds)* 
P(s) D, -P(S) S*a(S)* I 
Taking into account that 
-s,s: 
D , 
sz’ 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
and that 
B(s) Ds = Ds,Ds, > (2.18) 
the formulas (2.16) and (2.15) show that it remains to prove that 
P(s)s*~(s)*=(Ds,S:,S:)I~.~;Q~s~. (2.19) 
For proving (2.19), take h E X and sr E g.Y;, s1 E 9; ; put 
a = D,? Ds, h E gS,. Then 
(B(S) s*4w* (31 OS,), a> 
= (s, OS,, 4s) V*(S) Ds,Ds, h > 
= (slQs,, a(S) SD,h) = (s, OS,, cc(S) D,.Sh) 
= <s,Qs,, (Ds;S,h-S,S2*SZDsIh)Q(Ds;SzD,,h) 
= (~1, s,Ds,(Ds,Ds,h)) + (sz, S,Ds,Ds,h) 
= (D,,S?s,, a> + (%s,, a>. (2.20) 
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As (D,,D,,h:hM}- =D,, the formula (2.20) implies (2.19), and the 
lemma is completely proved. 1 
We use now Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 for obtaining a multiplicative formula 
for the operator W, of two “coupling” rows. More precisely, let T be a 
row contraction as in (2.1,) and R another row contraction 
R:g(T)+Z’” 
R = (R,, D,;R,,...), 
(2.21) 
where R, : $3=, + XII and Ri: L&., -+ gRl*-, (j> 2) are contractions. Then one 
can consider the column contractions 
(2.22,) 
and for k 3 2, 
Sk:~k-+%_, 
W&) 
Sk = a(S, )* . . . a(S,- ,I* (Tk, &D,)‘. 
It is clear that 
s: 6 X&-+2Y@X”” 
k=l 
S= (S,, D,;&,...) 
G9L 1 
is an infinite row contraction written in the canonical form. We write 
S= R # T, if S is constructed from T and R in the previous manner. 
LEMMA 2.3. With the precious notation, 
(Zo(B(S,)oB(SAO . ..)I W+(R # T)=UO W+(R)) J+‘+(T), (2.23) 
where the direct sums are written with respect to the decompositions, in the 
left-hand side (A?‘@ 2”) @ (G&, @ &,@ . . .), and in the right-hand side 
(3?‘)o(%,o%20 . ..I. 
ProoJ: Using Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
(I,,@ W+(R)) W+(T) 
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(here, and in what follows, the indices to the identity operators make clear 
the decompositions which appear in the direct sums). Using Lemma 2.2. 
the formula (2.24) becomes 
On the other hand, using again Lemma 2.1, we have 
(I, ‘0 ;y”’ ou%s,)oB(s,to ---)I W+(S) 
= (I,.@X,. 0 (P(S,)Olr(S,)O .~.))(~(S,)OZ,,,,~,,)(I,,O W+(SeJ) 
= ((L,,,~, OB(S,))%(S,)OZ,,,,,,,) 
x (~,,o((~,,;oB(s,)oP(s,)o “.I W+(S,,,))) 
=((i,..,,~,.oB(s,)f~(s,)oz~(R,l,,) 
x(~,~,o((~(s,)*oB(s~)oB(s3)o “.I w+(q2,)h (2.26) 
where the row contraction sC2) = ($, Ds,S3,.,.) with s, = a(S,) Sk (k 2 2) 
verifies s,,, = RC2) # r,,,. From (2.25) and (2.26) it follows that (2.23) is 
reduced to 
(I,~~ %Ri om)o!m)o ...) W+@,,,) 
= f&q 0 w+ (R(2))) w, (T,,,), (2.23,) 
which is exactly (2.23) with T and R replaced by TC2,, respectively R,,). 
Thus the procedure can be continued, and this provides, in fact, a proof of 
(2.23). This can be easily seen if one takes into account the upper 
triangular form of the operator W+(T). m 
Other multiplicative properties connected with the structure of contrac- 
tions will be discussed in [I ], 
Let us note that the previous phenomena (and some which will be 
described later) have interpretations in terms of transmission lines, using 
methods from [S], where the structure of a positive Toeplitz form (as given 
in [8]) was illustrated in circuits setting. 
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3. SOME ANGLES IN NONSTATIONARY PROCESSES 
The main concern of this section is the study of positive-definite block- 
kernels on h. Given a family of Hilbert spaces (zn},, z, a positive-definite 
( { -yi”, } )-kernel is an application Y defined on Z x Z such that 
Y(i, j) = r,, , E Y($, &) for every i, j E h, and the operators 
Mi,j(9-)=Mi,j: &I xk+ &) Zk 
k=i k=i 
Mi,j= (Tm,n)i<m,n<j 
C3.1i,j) 
for i, Jo Z, i < j, are all positive. In what follows we will suppose that 
Tj,i= Z, for each iE Z; this will simplify the formulas without being a 
serious restriction (see Remark 1.4 in [lo]). 
Before going into describing the connections with nonstationary 
Gaussian processes, let us recall the structure of positive-definite block-ker- 
nels on Z, as presented in [lo]. For the rest of this section, let us fix a 
positive-definite ( {Sn})-kernel Y-; when this will cause no confusion, we 
will omit the indication of the dependence on Y of the objects presented in 
what follows. 
The structure of Y can be described using generalized choice sequences 
(gcs) (see [lo]). A generalized ( { Xn} )-choice sequence is a family 
Y={Gi,j}i,,EL,i~j, where Gii=O,, for iEZ, and for each i,jEZ, i<j, 
Gi,j:gG,+I,,+gG 
z+ i and s$). 
:,-, is an arbitrary contraction (so Gi,i+, acts between 
As shown in [lo], there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of all positive-definite ({ Xn})-kernels and the set of all generalized 
( (2n})-choice sequences. If the previous mentioned Y and ‘3 correspond 
to each other under this correspondence, then one has: 
Ti,i+l=G,i+l, t3a2i,i+ 1) 
for every iEZ and for i, jEH, j>i+ 1, 
where the operators R, j, U, j, and Ci, j will be defined immediately. (Note 
that {(3.2i,j)Ii.jez,;<j completely define 9 from 9 because Ti,i= Z and 
Ti, j = Tfi for i, j E Z and i > j; this procedure can be also reversed.) 
For a fixed i E h, the family { Gi,k} i< k < co defines a row Contraction 
Ri: 6 go,+,,, +% 
k=i+l 
Ri= (G,i+ 13 DG:,+,G,i+2,---); 
t3e3i) 
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if j> i, the operator R,,+ which appears in the formula (3.2,,i+ 1) is the 
restriction of Ri to @:=i+1 9G,+l,t. Analogously, for a fixed Jo Z, the 
family {G-k,,)-,<kcm defines a column contraction 
k= -(J- 1) (3.4,) 
C,=(G, m,,i, G,p,.,D,, ,,,,... 1’; 
if i< j, the operator Ci,j which appears in the formula (3.2,- ,,,I is the cm- 
pression of C, to @ kL -+ ,) %f,,-, . 
The operators Ui,j are “generalized rotations” associated to 9, i.e., for 
every i E Z, 
and for j > i, 
kc -j k-i (3.5,. ,I 
U,,,=AyGv+I )~(Gi.i+z)-..~(G,,,)(U,+l.,“,,:,)’ 
where the subscript j at $(Gi,,+k) means that for 1 <k <.i- i 
%b, (3.6: ,I 
A iirst useful byproduct of this analysis is the possibility of obtaining 
triangular factorizations for each M,,,(F), i, Jo Z, i<j (see [IO]). For 
this, consider for in Z, 
Fi<i: $:- & 
F;,, = I 
and for j > i, 
I i 
Fi,j: O Hk + O SG,,~ 
k=i k=i 
Fl,j= 
Fz.j- 1 ui,i- 1 ct,, 
0 1 &,,,-DG,-,,, . 
(3.7,,,) 
(3.7,,) 
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Then we have for i, j E E, i 6 j, that 
I%I~,~= F:,F,,. 13.8i,,) 
It is worth mentioning that {Fi,j) verify also the following relations (see 
[ 10, relation (1.13)]): 
I 
Fl,j= 
0” 
Ri,jFi + I,.i 
Dj(R,j) Fi+ l,j 1 ’ (i, jeE, j>i) (3.7:;,) 
where Dj( R, j) is defined as in (2.2,). 
The previous analysis is also useful for describing the so-called 
Kolmogorov decomposition of Y-, which means the indication of a discrete 
process which has 5 as its covariance matrix. This construction goes as 
follows [lo]. 
For each i E H, we apply the analysis of Section 2 to the row contraction 
R, defined in (3.3,). Let us denote by Bi the space 9(Ri) considered in 
(2.3, h and by 3, * the space 9JRi) which appears in (2.5,). Consider 
also the Hilbert spaces 
r-l 
z= Q 9j,*@&@9ii. (3.9i) 
j= * 
(Note that R, is defined on z+, @ 6&+, .) Define the unitary operators 
wi:sq+, -.Tq 
W;= I@ W(R,), 
(3.10,) 
where the direct sum is written with respect to the decompositions &+ 1 = 
(Qjd, ~j,/,,)o(~i,*O~+1O~iai.,)and~=(Qj;’,~j,*)o(~O~i), 
and W(R,) was defined in (2.9). 
Putting X,? = &@5Si, we have that W+(R,) (denoted in what follows 
by WT ) is (see (2.6)) 
(3.11,) 
The (minimal) Kolmogorov decomposition of 5 is then the sequence 
V(S) = -Y- = { V(n)},, L, defined by 
V(n): ye, -+ x0 
i 
w*, w*,... W,*(S”, n < 0, 
V(n) = (q)*, n = 0, 
W,W,~~~W”-,I~, n>O; 
(3.12,) 
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this means that Ti,j= V(i)* V(j) for each i, Jo Z and that 
*%=Vntn V(n) Xn. The sequence Y is an identification of the Gaussian 
discrete (nonstationary) process which has 9 as its covariance matrix. 
The minimality condition and the triangular structure of each D,(R,), 
in N (see (2.2,)) imply that X,+ = V,“=, V(n) Xn is exactly X00%. The 
same argument shows that for any n > 1, @ ;;A 9GO,k is equal to 
V;r;A V(k) &; we denote this space with X0,,. More generally, for two 
integers p < q, XP,, is, by definition, the space V;: 1, V(k) c#k. We will also 
need the space X; = Vi: _ m V(n) Xn. 
The evolution (and the prediction) of the process $- is connected with 
some angles between these subspaces of X0. In this respect consider, for 
each n 2 1, the projections P,’ and P; of X0 onto Jr,.,, respectively .X’ rl,O ;
and P+ = PC:+, P- = Pxo . XO~ 
The key operator to be studied is 
(3.13) 
which is a measure of the angle between the past (X;) and the future 
(YX,+). (Compare with [13, IS], where this operator is denoted by B,). B is 
approximated by the operators 
B,:&,-tX, 
B,= P,; P+P,;, (n2 1). 
(3.14,,) 
which measure the angle between parts of the past (X_ ,,, ,) and the entire 
future. 
This analysis can go further by considering, for each n 3 1 and k 3 1, the 
operator 
B df:&-‘JG 
B,,, = P, P; P,; . 
(3.15,,,,) 
These operators, which measure the angle between X n, ~, and A&, will 
be studied in the next section. 
Our next aim will be the study of the structure of the operators I- B,, 
n 2 1. For this we consider the spaces XL:’ c &,, defined as X&I = 
@iii:, %m.m+k’ (n 2 1, m E Z); clearly XL”; = X0,,. Denote by Pn+(“) the pro- 
jection of Xm onto Xi;); clearly Pn+(“) = P,:. With these notations, we 
have : 
LEMMA 3.1. For every n 3 1, 
I-B,= WT,... W*.(I,o,-~!~,*,~Oz,,) W n... W-m,, (3.16,) 
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where 
A,=p,i(-“)W+ ... W+,, -?I 
(3.17,) 
Proof First, note that 
P, = w*, ... w*,P,+‘-“) w_;.* w_,. 
This relation follows from the equality 
(3.18,) 
W p” . . * W_l(X-,,,) = q),“‘; (3.19,) 
this is equivalent to the fact that the closed linear span of K,, 
W-,X_,+ ,,..., W_;.’ W_,Z, is ~_,,O~G~,_,+,O a*. OS&,_,, which 
can be easily proved by induction using the upper triangular form of each 
W,?, i E Z, and the structure of the diagonals (see relations (2.2,), k z 1). 
Using (3.18,) we have 
Z, - & 
= I,, - P, P+ P, 
=z,,- w*,.. . w*.P,+(-“)w_“... w_,P+w’,... wr, 
.p+c-n,w n --n ... w_, 
= W’,+-. w*“(r,_“-P,+‘-“‘w_;.. w_,p+ WY,+.. w*,P,+(-“‘) 
x w_;.. w_, 
= w*,... w~“(z~~,~~~~,,,*,o(z,~“-Pp,+‘~“~w+”~~~ W-CI 
x w+:... W’n*P;(-y) w_;.. w_,, 
and the lemma is proved. a 
The main step is the use of Lemma 2.3 to obtain a nice structure for the 
product W+,;.* WZ,; this will give immediately the structure of A, and 
that of I- B,. To this end, for a given n B 1, let us define the following row 
contractions: 
S’“’ = R_ --n ” (3.W,) 
(see (3.3 _,)), and for every 1 d k G n - 1, put 
s’n;,, = W%-,)(z) # R-n+k (3.205 +k) 
(for the index (2) see (2.112), and for the operation # see (2.21) and 
(2.22~~~ )). These definitions make sense. Indeed the domain of the result of 
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the operation # is the domain of the lust term; and the domain of (R;)(*) is 
.9(Ri+,) for any FEZ’ (see (3.3,)), exactly as asked in (2.21). Now we can 
state: 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) For every n 3 1, 
w+, w:,,, ..’ w+l = U’ W+(S’“‘,), n (3.21,) 
where UA is a unitary operator, and S”\ was defined in (3.20” , ). 
(ii) The unitary operator UA from (i) has the property that it is 
diagonal with the exception of its n x n corner. 
Proof. (i) The case n = 3 contains all the ingredients for the general 
situation, so we will consider only this case. Using Lemma 2.1, we have 
w+,= W+(R-,I= G,,(Z, 2o W+((R -1)(2))), (3.22) 
where Vi,, is a unitary operator. Now, Lemma 2.3 implies 
[lx-?@ w+((R-,),,,)I W+(R -~2) = U;,, W+((R 7)(2, # R 2) 
= C’i.2 w+(P:), (3.23) 
where U;,, is a unitary operator, and S(!i was defined in (3.203 2). Applying 
again Lemma 2.1 to SC!i and Lemma 2.3 for (S(-??)C2, and R ,, and taking 
into account (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain 
W’, W-t, W:, = U; W+((S’?,,),,, # R ,)= U; W+(S”‘,), (3.24) 
where U; is a unitary operator. But (3.24) is (3.21 3), and the case n = 3 is 
proved. 
(ii) The operator UA is a product of unitary operators resulting by 
successive applications of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. The statement 
follows from the observation that the unitary operators arising from 
Lemma 2.3 (as U;,, in (3.23)) are diagonal, and the ones arising from 
Lemma 2.1 (as U;,, in (3.22)) do not affect the entries off the n x n cor- 
ner. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. For every n 3 1, the operator A,, ,from (3.17,) has the 
form 
A,,= U,:S’:‘,, (3.25,,) 
where Ul has the property Ui Ul* = P,” nJ. 
Proof. The corollary follows (taking U,: = Pc(~ “‘U,:) from (3.17,,), 
Theorem 3.2(i), Theorem 3.2(ii), and (2.6). 1 
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Having in mind the usefulness of (3.25,) for the structure of I- B, (see 
(3.16,)), it is necessary to clarify the structure of SCn\ as a row contraction. 
We put all these facts together in the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. For every n 2 1, 
Z-B,= W;*(Z,o,~-~~,,,,O U;D’,., U:*@ZxT~~,-~,~~) W;, (3.26,) 
where WL and Ur are unitary operators, and the components (KY) 1,~ 1 of 
K’“’ as a row contraction (see (2.1,)) are, up to some unitary operators, the 
following (1 6 k < co ): 
K!“‘=(G., j~,,G~2,~,D I G-,,,-, >...? G~.,~-IDG_,+,,,~,...DG~~,,-,)~. (3.27;) 
Proof. The theorem results from Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, putting 
W,; = W:,, . . . W+ , , U,,” = U; 1 .X”&“), T(“) = SCn\ ; the structure of KC”’ 
follows from {(3.20’:,,+,)};:; and {(2.22,)},“=,. I 
The formula (3.26,) gives the connection between B, and the gcs 
associated to the process; this will allow us to compute the determinant of 
I-B, (when this has a meaning) in terms of the gcs. 
4. QUALITATIVE NONSTATIONARY SZEGGTYPE PHENOMENA 
Consider again the positive-definite ( { Za} )-kernel f with its associated 
gcs 9 and the generated process V. 
This section is devoted to showing that the operators {Bn,k}n,ka 1 (see 
(3.15)) are connected with a sort of “Schur complements” in the matrices 
PLk-lLk.1. This will give a simpler alternative way (aside 
Theorem 3.4) of computing the determinants of {I- Bn,k}n,k2,. Also it will 
point out that behind the numbers which converge in SzegG limit theorems 
there are convergences of some angle operators. 
Consider (for n > 1 and k 3 1) the operators 
G”,& = P,:(-*’ w-” w-,+ ] ‘.. w-1 I&,,. (4.1&J 
From (3.15,,,) and (3.18,) it follows that 
I,- B,k= WT,..’ WTnD$,, W -n”’ W-1. (4.b) 
On the other hand, for n k 1 and k 20, the matrices M--n,k (see 
(3.1-,+)) have the form 
M M-,,I --n,k = Q -n,k 
Q%z,/c 1 MO,, ’ (4.3”Jc) 
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where Q--,,,k= (T;.j)LrI<i< -1.0s j<k; the matrix in (4.3,,,) is written with 
respect to the decomposition of @f= -n & as (0 ,:’ ~.n 8) @ (Of=, <q). 
We can state now: 
THEOREM 4.1. For every n 2 1 and k > 0, we have 
6) Q-n,k=FT.,~,~n,k+~Fo.k? 
the operators {F,,,) being defined in (3.7, j); 
(iii) If the operators {F,, j},2i are all invertible then 
I,,,- B,,,kt, = W! ,.” W* .(I,,++*,,! ,Q-n.kMdQ*.,,F!,. ,) 
x we-,;.. w-j. 
Proof. (ii) follows immediately from (i), using (3.8 .mn,p,) and (3.80,k); 
(iii) results from (i) and (4.2,,+, ). So, it remains to prove (i). A proof of 
(i) is virtually contained in the proof of Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 2.1 of 
[lo]. For completeness we indicate here how the formula (i) follows from 
the recursive relations verified by the operators {F,,,}! <,. To this end, note 
first that { (3.71. j)} imply that for each i, Jo Z, i <,j, 
where we denote in this proof by P, j the projection of .x onto Xx:- ;+, 
This can be proved (for a fixed i E Z) by induction on - co < i 6 j. Indeed, 
(4.4,.,) is clear because F,, j = Ix,; the induction step uses (3.7; j) and the 
formulas 
p. .W.l~C”‘,= Ri,I I.1 I %J I [ 1 Dj(Ri,,) ’ (4.5,.,) 
and 
Pi,iwiPi+,,jw;+,..’ wj13q=P,,,w;- Lvlq, (46,/l 
which follow from the definitions and from the triangular form of the 
operators W, I &@ SSj. 
The formula (i) follows now by simple matrix computations using (4.4) 
(4.5), and the fact that 
Ti,j=P~wi-. W,&A$ i, jcZ, i<j. 1 (4.7,,) 
Theorem 4.1 (and the triangular form of (Fi,,)i, j) shows the connections 
between the gcs of the process and various angles associated to the process. 
These facts will be analysed in the next section. 
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5. CONSEQUENCES 
In this section each term which appears in the sequence { Xn},, z from 
the definition of the positive-definite kernel 5 is a finite dimensional 
Hilbert space. 
A. Stationary Case 
We start with the analysis of the situation in which F is a Toeplitz form. 
Besides classical analysis of asymptotics of Toeplitz determinants and 
generalizations of these phenomena (see, for example, [ 14, 22, 43) the 
study of various angles in stationary processes is done in [ 13, 15, 11, 231, 
and so on; the connection between these two is presented (in the context of 
this paper) in [S, 9, 33. We remind this connection because it gives a 
paradigm for the general case. 
F is a Toeplitz form if T, j = Ti + n, j+ n for every i, j, n E Z, i < j; the form 
is determined by the sequence Ti = T,,i+ 1, i E N. This implies that S” = Xm 
for every n, m E N ; denote this space by CF. The parameter (gcs) c!? 
becomes a usual choice sequence: G,,, = Gi + n, j+ ,, for i, j, n E 7, i < j, and 
denoting Gi = G,,;, I for i E N u {0}, we have that the sequence (G;} 
verifies that G,, = 0, and for i> 1 G; is a contraction from L&, into gG;-,. 
The process associated to this form is stationary; the Kolmogorov decom- 
position becomes the Naimark dilation, i.e., IV, = Wj for each i, j E iZ, and 
V(n)= w” (nEN)), where W= W,. We have that M,,j=M,+P,j+P and 
Fi,j=Fi+p,/+p for each i, j,pEZ; we denote Mi=M,,i+, and Fi=F,,i+,, 
It is clear that the form is completely determined by its part on fV (this is 
not at all the case in general). Moreover, the position of the origin is not 
important; this implies that the operators {Bn,k}n,kE N do not depend on 
the choice of the origin in the process. 
The computations depend upon the following: 
COROLLARY 5.1. For each n 3 1 and k 3 1, 
6) 
(nrrk)-1 nvk 
det(Z- Z&k) = n (det &)2i 
i=l 
,=yA k Wet &,)2’” h k, 
n+k-I 
X fl (det DG,)2(n+kPi) , 
i=(nvk)+l > 
where n A k=min{n, k} and n v k=max{n, k}; 
n-1 
(ii) det(Z- B,) = n (det DG,Jzi fi (det D,,)‘” . 
i=l i=n > 
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ProoJ Relation (ii) follows from (i) noting that 
s-kl~mx (I- Bn,k) = (I- B,,). (5.1,,) 
The proof of (i) results from Theorem 4.l(ii). Indeed, from the quoted 
formula we have that 
det(l-BB,,,)=(det IV,,+,-,)/((det M,,+,)(det M, ,)). (5.2,,., ) 
(We consider throughout this section only the nondegenerate case where 
all choice operators have the defects with nonzero determinant, i.e., they 
are completely nonunitary contractions. The degenerate case can be easily 
worked out.) From (3.8) it follows that for every in N, 
det Mi = (det Fi)*. (5.3, 
From (3.7), we have for every i E N, 
det F, = (det DG,)i (det DGZ)‘+ ’ . . . (det DG,). (5.4,) 
Relations (5.2,,,k), (5.3), and (5.4) imply (i). 1 
Remark 5.2. Formula (ii) (appeared in [3, Proposition 5.11 with a dif- 
ferent proof) of Corollary 5.1 can be also proved using Theorem 3.4. 
Indeed, from (3.26,,) we have 
det(Z- B,) = (det DK(,,)‘. (5.5,,) 
From (2.3 ,) and (2.2) we infer that 
det Dtin, = det D,(K’“‘) = fi det D,y. 
/=I 
(54,) 
From (3.27i,) and (2.5,) (for column contractions), it follows that 
j+n- I 
det D,p = n det Gk. 
k=J 
(5.7:‘) 
From (5.5,), (5.6,), and (5.7,“) results the formula (ii) of Corollary 5.1. 
Formula (i) can also be obtained in this way, using truncations of K”‘). 
Let us note that Theorem 3.2(i), besides being the key ingredient in 
obtaining Theorem 3.4, is of independent interest. It gives the possibility of 
understanding the evolution of the process, via the relations (3.12). 
We give now the geometric interpretation of the two Szego limit 
theorems (see [8, 31); we show also that these two theorems are the first 
and the last term from a whole scale of Szego-type limit theorems. 
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COROLLARY 5.3. (i) lim,, u3 (det M,)/(det MU_,) = det(Z - B,) 
( = n:=, (det DG,)‘) (this limit is usually called the geometrical mean of the 
process and is denoted by g(T) = g). 
(ii) For euery integer ~20, 
lim [(det M,)/(det M,- ,)I”+ ‘/(det M,) 
n-cl) 
= lim [ (det M, + ,,)/(det M,)]/(det M,) 
,I - Ix 
= det(Z- BP+ ,) (= gp+ ‘/(det M,)). 
(iii) lim II - r (det M,)/(g”+ ‘) = l/det(Z- B) (= l/n:=, (det DoJ2”). 
The proof follows from the formulas (5.2) and Corollary 5.1. 
Remark 5.4. Let us make some comments on Corollary 5.3: 
(i) The first part of Corollary 5.3 shows that the limit in the first 
Szegij limit theorem is, in fact, the approximation of the angle operator B, 
with the sequence {B,,,} (or {B,,,)). It gives also the formula of the 
geometrical mean of the process in terms of its associated choice sequence. 
As pointed out in [3], using the notion of the entropy of a process (defined 
as h(Y) = - 4 In g(F)), one obtains a nice connection with the maximum 
entropy spectral analysis of [6]. Indeed, because 
h(F)= - f In det Do., (5.8) 
n=l 
if the n x n corner of F is fixed, the extremal entropy continuation of it is 
obtained taking Gk = 0 for k Z n. 
(ii) The second part of Corollary 5.3 is the announced “scale” of 
Szego-type theorems. It gives the interpretations for all angle operators B,, 
n > 1, in terms of determinants from F. Case p = 0 in (ii) is exactly (i); the 
second Szegij limit theorem contained in (iii) is the “limit case” in (ii). 
(iii) The third part of Corollary 5.3 shows that the limit in the 
second Szegij limit theorem is in fact the approximation of the angle 
operator B with the sequence {B,}. See [3, Theorems 5.2 and 6.11 for a 
discussion about the (suggested by (iii)) connection between B being trace- 
class and the convergence of the product n,“_ i (det DGJZn. 
B. Nonstationary Case 
We come back now to the general situation of a positive-definite ({*“})- 
kernel F with its associated gcs B and the generated process Y; recall that 
all Xn are-in this section--finite dimensional. The analysis in part A 
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clearly indicates how to generalize the Szego phenomena and their 
geometrical interpretations to this case. (Szego limit theorems for positive- 
definite kernels were given in [lo].) This general context will give the 
possibility to understand some “hidden” features of the formulas from the 
stationary case. 
Let us note that there are two simple operations on the parameter % 
which generate new processes. First, for each n E Z, consider the gcs Y”” 
defined by the family Gi,“) = G,+,,i+, (i, Jo Z, i < j). (This corresponds to 
the changing of the origin in the process.) Second, define %?“~I by the 
family GL, ) = G* ,, , (i, j E Z, i <,j). (This corresponds to the interchange 
between past and future.) The stationary processes are invariant under the 
first operation; the second operation shows that in the stationary case there 
is no difference in the behavior near + cc and -co. In the general case 
these operations produce a whole bunch of Szego-type phenomena. 
Because the reader can easily work out the details for ??“O’) and !e’ ‘, we 
will consider in what follows limit phenomena at + CG, starting with a fixed 
origin. 
COROLLARY 5.5. For each n 3 1 and k 2 I, 
(i) det(l- Bn.k) = n,’ in nr=,’ det Di.,,; 
(ii) det(Z-B,)=n,=’ ,n,?,det D& . ‘-I 
The proof follows from Theorem 4.l(ii) (or Theorem 3.4) as in 
Corollary 5.1 (or in Remark 5.2). Note that the formulas are even clearer 
in this general case. The key equalities are 
dN- Bn.k) = (det ML,,+ , )/C(det M ,!.- , )(det M,., , )I, 
(n3 I, k> 1). (5.9,,,) 
COROLLARY 5.6. For each m E Z, 
A lim C(det M,,,.k)/(det M,,,. ,.A)] = n det D:,,,,. (5.1%) - .I , .i l,, / 1 
Denote this limit by g,(Y) = g,. Then 
det(l-B,)= g. ,. (5.11) 
These follow from the fact that for i, jE Z, i<,j, 
(see (3.7) and (3.8)) and from Corollary 5S(ii). 
(5.12,,,) 
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This is the analog of the first Szegii limit theorem and of its geometrical 
interpretation. As for each m E Z, 
g,(F)= g-,(9--(*+‘)), (5.13,) 
where 9” + ‘) is the kernel associated to @” + I), it is natural to call g, the 
geometrical mean of order m for F-; its geometrical interpretation follows 
from (5.13,) and (5.11). 
Note that ((5.10,)) show the right procedure to form the ratio for the 
first Szego limit theorem. 
Because of (5.8), it is natural to define for each meif’, 
h,(F) = - f In g,(F) = - 5 In det DGm,,, (5.14,) 
j=m+l 
to be the entropy of order m for 5. These lead to an extremal entropy spec- 
tral analysis for nonstationary processes (see [12] for related ideas). 
Note that due to the analysis in Sections 3 and 4, it is clear that behind 
the numbers which represent entropies, there are (even in the infinite 
dimensional case) some angle operators (as I-B,). 
As in the stationary case, Corollary 5.6 is a first step in a scale of Szego- 
type limit theorems, the last one being the analog of the second Szego limit 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.7. (i) For each pa 1, 
(ii) 
=det(z-B,) ( =(jflp gj)/(det Mpp,-,)). 
In (i) above we use the products in the first two terms to point out the 
idea that these are generalizations of the fact that the ratio of two con- 
secutive determinants from F is a measure of some angle (see [20] for a 
construction of gcs as “angles” in 9). 
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C. Krein-Spitkovskii Case 
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One of the problems discussed in [ 171 is the following: Consider a 
positive-definite Toeplitz Z-kernel Y (where X is finite dimensional). We 
use the notation from subsection A; in particular W is the Naimark 
dilation of Y. For a fixed integer k 2 1, define 
dn.k = det nEN. (5.15,,.,) 
Then in [ 171 it is proved that lim, _ u. (det d,,k)/(det M,) = dk exists and a 
geometrical interpretation of these numbers as “angles” is described. (In 
[ 171 it is proved also that lim, _ a dk exists.) 
This problem is an example of a nonstationary situation as studied in 
Subsection B. Let us make this explicit. Fix an integer k 3 1 and consider 
the process -Y ck’ = { V[,f,l}nt L, where 
W”’ ktl) sy 1 , n < 0, 
pkl= (p.$)*, ,1 
I 
n = 0, 
u”‘IH, n > 0. 
It is easy to verify that the correlation matrix of qerkl is 
. . . 
. I T, T, Tk+z .’ 
T: I T, T/c,, Tk+z ... 
. . . T: I T, T,,, T,,z ..’ 
. . Tk* q T, Tz T, 
. . . T: I T, T, 
. . . T: I T, 
. . 
. . 
. 
(the marked position is the (0,O) one). We use the exponenl Ckl to 
(5.16,) 
(5.17) 
indicate the objects associated with the process VCkl. It is clear that for 
each n3 1 we have (see (5.15,,)) 
dn,k = det Mrk?.“. (5.18,,,) 
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From (5.9) it follows that 
&J(det M,,) = (det Mckj,,)/(det M&l) = det(Z- Bi,“,1+ 1). (5.18,,,) 
From Corollary 5.6 we have 
lim d,,,/(det M,) = det(Z- B[“l) = gc”j = fi det D$;,,, (5.19,) 
n+m 
J=o 
which shows the existence of the limit dk and its geometrical interpretation 
in the process Vckl. 
Note that in the classical case [14] or in the generalizations of the Szegij 
limit theorems (e.g., [22, 4, 173) integral formulas for the limits were 
obtained in terms of the spectral function of the process; the parameter gcs 
and the formulas using it are intended as a “discrete” replacement for these. 
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